
GA408:1230-1. Pascinating in many ways. If I find time today I'll ix, writing-  letters I'll 4:nclose. '2,jis can be important to Wade and Ivan kpersonally) and I will ask both in difcrent ways. if there i2 any way of following this up more, on any of the leaked items, it could be important. I also think this is something that should be important to your own book, and remember the bard letter 1  have in PW and my ExSess notes when you get to it. With this I will be starting a separate file under Commission, Leaks, sone dling I should. nave done long ago. I have sane undo/. Investigation, character of. I did have a card raferring to the staff-meeting memos. I'd like a coy for Wade, who I'll write before you can send, and one for Ivan, if he wants, as he should in his personal interest. 
ay letter s should Flake this clear. This will fit perfectly at least in the Robert chapter of AO. I'll see if Henry makes any investigation. 

This covers all copies you sent. many  thanks. 
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I've come to the point where 141 will soonbe callingge for breakfast. As I ago and 

as the weather permits, I take a brisk walk for ga hour a ter breakfast. I find it helps 

and gives me thinking time. However, I'll try and return to this after I return and before 

the mail comes. 

CD1408:1-3. If you will awls() send me another copy of this with a note attach, I'll 

send Henry a copy and solicit his colnent. On the facts and on Alexander and the ilas 

having his prints. If you have a 3R copier available, the pale 13 ge reminds me, you can 

often as with I think the first parge of 01)325, by slight overexposure, can make blacker 

and more legible. This is a valuable thing in several ways, as I  hope to indicate later. 


